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The laser microdrilling of via holes in Si semiconductor wafers was stud-
ied using 1 ms pulses from an Yb fibre laser with 1070 nm wavelength. 
Optical microscopy and cross-sectional analysis were used to quantify 
hole dimensions, the distribution of recast material and any microcrack-
ing for both (100) and (111) single crystal surface semiconductor wafer 
orientations. The flexibility of this laser wavelength and simple pulsing 
scheme were demonstrated for a range of semiconductor substrates of 
narrow and wide bandgap including InSb, GaSb, InAs, GaAs, InP and 
sapphire. Detailed observations for Si showed that, between the threshold 
energies for surface melting and the irradiance for drilling a “thru” hole 
from the front surface to rear surface, there was a range of irradiances for 
which microcracking occurred near the hole circumference. The direc-
tionality and lengths of these microcracks were studied for the (100) and 
(111) orientations and possible mechanisms for formation were dis-
cussed, including the Griffith criterion for microcracks and the failure 
mechanism of fatigue usually applied to welding of metals. Above the 
irradiance for formation of a thru hole, few cracks were observed. Future 
work will compare similar observations and measurements in other nar-
row- and wide-bandgap semiconductor wafer substrates.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The interaction of high intensity, short laser pulses was studied for material 
removal from semiconductor substrates. The laser microdrilling of Si wafer 
single crystal substrates was investigated using a single near-infrared (NIR) 
laser wavelength near 1070 nm of beam waist diameter 192 mm at the sub-
strate surface. Previous work demonstrated that a single pulse of milliseconds 
duration drilled thru holes of dimensions typically in the range of 200 to 500 
mm diameter in materials of bandgap ranging from 1.43 eV (GaAs) to 8.90 
eV (sapphire) [1]. All semiconductor substrate materials were high quality 
single crystal substrates suitable for epitaxial growth with a polished front 
surface of roughness of 2 nm and a wafer thickness in the range of 300 to 500 
mm.

Under low optical intensities, photons of energies exceeding the semicon-
ductor bandgap are absorbed; however, it is known that interfaces lead to 
scattering and absorption, making some nominally transparent materials 
opaque, and hence the successful long-wavelength laser drilling of Al2O3 
[2,3]. For single crystal semiconductor wafers, the sub-bandgap absorption 
results from reduction of the bandgap due to surface melting by high optical 
intensity [4], impurities or structural imperfections, as well as some absorp-
tion being attributable to free carriers generated by the absorbed photons [5]. 

This work broadens the application of this laser drilling wavelength 
beyond the more common metallic materials laser drilled in industry, such as 
steels, and demonstrates the versatility of a single, millisecond pulse in the 
NIR for microdrilling of thru holes in a wide range of semiconductor single 
crystal substrates.

2 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

2.1 Laser details
The primary laser used was a multimode Yb fiber laser (YLR-2000; IPG Pho-
tonics Corporation), emitting a multimode beam at 1070 nm wavelength with 
a maximum power of 2 kW and a focused beam diameter of 192 mm. For a 
subset of the results a different Yb fiber laser (JK400FL; JK Lasers, Ltd.) was 
used which emitted a multimode beam at 1070 nm wavelength with a 400 W 
maximum power and a focused beam diameter of 50 mm was used, enabling 
smaller hole sizes to be achieved. The pulse duration was between 1 ms (the 
minimum duration) and a maximum duration of 10 ms, and some of the work 
employed two or three pulses (see Figure 1). An assist gas of Ar was used in 
all experiments, at a flow pressure between 0.5 and 2.0 bar, emerging concen-
tric with the laser beam at a distance of 1 mm from the wafer surface. This 
directed material ejected away from the front surface of the hole, reducing 
spatter around the hole.
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2.2 Materials details
This investigation used a range of semiconductor materials with different 
fundamental material parameters in order to assess the suitability of near-
infra-red (NIR) fiber lasers for the processing of semiconductor wafers. Si 
wafer substrates were commercially-sourced “epi-ready” process trial semi-
conductor substrate wafers of 50 mm diameter (Wafer Technology, Ltd.) of 
typical root-mean-square surface roughness, Rrms, of 2 nm on the epi-ready 
side and Rrms of 2.0 mm on the rear side. Previous work demonstrated the 
importance of surface roughness in the entrance hole dimension and com-
pared the difference between the entrance and exit diameters of holes for 
different substrate materials (sapphire, GaAs, Si) also using a wavelength of 
1070 nm and a laser irradiance in the range of 1.7 × 106 to 1.1 × 107 W/cm2 
[1]. We describe here the overall results for the laser drilling of Si in terms of 
hole dimension achieved (see Figure 1). A dependence of microcracking on 
irradiance was identified.

2.3 Sample preparation and analysis 
The principal drilling parameters of power, pulse length, number of pulses, 
focal position, wafer orientation were varied to achieve holes of a range of 
dimensions through single crystal Si (room temperature bandgap 1.1 eV) 
using the 1070 nm wavelength and a minimum pulse length of 1 ms. Optical 

FIGURE 1
Graph showing hole entrance and exit dimensions and ratio of dimensions as a function of fibre 
laser pulse energy for holes laser drilled in Si wafers at 1070 nm for different pulse sequences 
and the two different lasers used. 
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microscopy was carried out using optical microscopes (Eclipse LV100ND; 
Nikon Corporation and MX51; Olympus, Ltd.) for the assessment of hole 
dimensions and hole shape (see Figure 2), crack lengths and directions, and 
recast material location. The associated materials damage was assessed post-
laser drilling, including the area known (for metals) as the heat affected zone 
(HAZ), the location of recast material, the reproducibility of the average hole 
dimension and any microcracking which may result from mechanical stress 
[6]. An assessment of the visible total crack length on the surface and the 
orientation relative to the major crystallographic directions was made (see 
Figure 3 and Figure 4). Having investigated the robustness for larger diameter 
holes (see Figure 5), we demonstrated our first application to an atom chip, as 
an aperture for optical access and as an orifice for differential pumping under 
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions (see Figure 6) and no further process 
steps were required for the hole other than solvent cleaning.

Substrates were placed with the highly polished face a few degrees from 
the normal to the fibre laser beam which was focused on the substrate surface 
for Si (100) (see Figure 7(a)) and Si (111) (see Figure 8(a)) with some further 
experiments made focusing 0.5 mm and 1 mm below the surface for Si (100) 
(see Figure 7(b) and Figure 7(c)) and for Si (111) (see Figure 8(b) and Figure 
8(c)). Samples were mounted a few centimetres above the translation stage 
resting on a ring-shaped ledge of a precision-machined, cylindrical stainless 
steel cylindrical holder. We focus here on the presentation of our results of 
microholes in Si following the analysis of hundreds of holes, laser-drilled 
under different parameters.

The next step of a device reliability assessment would be dependent on the 
application. For example, in an application of a via hole as an “emitter wrap 

FIGURE 2
Graph showing the dimensions of entrance holes in orthogonal directions <100> and <010> for 
Si (100) as a function of laser power for a fibre laser beam diameter of 192 mm when laser drilled 
at an Ar assist gas pressure of 0.5 bar. Each data point shows the mean of a set of five identical 
holes for each parameter set.
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FIGURE 3
Optical micrographs showing the threshold energy of 0.5 J for fibre laser microdrilling an epi-
taxial Si (100) wafer for a 1 ms pulse at 1070 nm wavelength and exhibiting concentric ripples, 
possibly similar to the Marangoni effect and associated microcracking following the principal 
crystallographic directions, at (a) 500 W, (b) 600 W and (c) 700 W. Holes were approximately 
300 mm in diameter. No sample cleaning was performed post-drilling.

FIGURE 4
Optical micrographs of holes of approximately 300 mm diameter in Si(100) using (a) 800 W, (b) 
900 W and (c) 1000 W power for 1 ms at 1070 nm wavelength showing re-solidified melted Si 
and very few microcracks. No sample cleaning was performed post-drilling.

FIGURE 5
Optical micrograph of a hole of approximately 600 mm diameter fibre laser microdrilled in a Si 
wafer by drilling three holes 200 mm apart at 700 W for 1 ms. The hole was approximately trian-
gular and exhibited a few short cracks approximately parallel to and originating from the hole 
circumference. No sample cleaning was performed post-drilling.
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FIGURE 6
Optical micrographs of the entrance (left hand side) and exit (right hand side) of a hole of 
approximately 550 mm diameter fibre laser microdrilled in the centre of a patterned Si wafer by 
drilling a single hole at 1400 W for 2 ms with a laser beam diameter of 400 mm. The hole was 
approximately circular and exhibited relatively short length of cracks approximately parallel to, 
and originating from, the hole circumference. 

FIGURE 7
Measurements from the optical microscopic analysis of holes in Si (100) microdrilled at an Ar 
assist gas pressure of 0.5 bar at different focal positions with respect to the wafer surface of (a) 
surface, (b) -0.5 mm and (c) -1.0 mm, revealing cracks at intermediate powers. The graphs show 
the total crack length and the hole entrance (blue) and exit (green) dimensions as a function of 
laser power at 400, 700 and 1000 W. Each data point is the mean of a set of five identical holes 
under each set of parameters.
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FIGURE 8
Measurements from the optical microscopic analysis of holes in Si (111) microdrilled at an Ar 
assist gas pressure of 0.5 bar, at different focal positions with respect to the wafer surface of (a) 
surface, (b) -0.5 mm and (c.) -1.0 mm, revealing cracks at intermediate powers. The graphs show 
the total crack length and the hole entrance (blue) and exit (green) dimensions as a function of 
laser power at 400, 700 and 1000 W. Each data point is the mean of a set of five identical holes 
for each parameter set.

thru” contact, an assessment of surface leakage current from the short circuit 
current would be important for a solar cell device [7].

3 SIMPLE LASER DRILLING MODEL

In laser drilling the energy deposited into the material is partially absorbed, 
initiating melting and further increasing absorption causing vaporization, 
expansion of a gaseous plasma and melt ejection.

A simple calculation, based on data in Table 1, predicting the energy 
required for melting and vaporization, E, was employed, which is the energy 
required to remove a typical cylindrical volume of the single crystal Si of 
diameter 250 mm in terms of melting followed by vaporization:
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 E(J) = m(Cp DT + Lm + Lv) (1)

where m is the mass of material removed, DT is the temperature change, Cp is 
the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, Lv is the latent heat of vapor-
ization, Lm is the latent heat of melting, E1 is the threshold energy for piercing 
the surface and E2 is the threshold energy for a “thru” hole. 

Equation (1) suggests that a single pulse of 1 ms at the maximum (peak) 
power of 2 kW should exceed the energy required by a factor of eight. This 
simple model, however, does not account for the thermal diffusivity of the 
materials and the extent of the area affected by rapid surface heating. There is 
the potential for a brittle material to crack as the result of rapid differential 
thermal expansion and contraction. The Griffith criterion predicts that a crack 
will propagate when a tensile stress is applied if the crack propagation results 
in a decrease in elastic strain energy which exceeds the increase in surface 
energy due to the surface area of the crack [6].

4 RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a collation of data for the diameter, in microns, of the entrance 
and exit holes as a function of total pulse energy for holes drilled in Si wafers, 
using different pulse repetitions and durations. The total pulse energy was in 
the range from 1.0 J (1000 W for 1 ms) to 30.0 J (1500 W for 10 ms and two 
pulses). At large total pulse energies the ratio of the entrance to exit diameter 
remained in the range 1.3 to 1.4 with the entrance diameter having a value 
around 350 mm and an exit around 250 mm. At lower energies, when using the 
JK400FL fibre laser, of beam waist diameter 50 mm, the hole dimensions 
depended strongly on total energy with a strong decrease in hole dimension 

TABLE 1
Thermodynamic parameters and material properties of single crystal Si used to estimate the 
energy required to drill a microhole of 250 mm diameter by melt ejection.

Material Property Data for Si

Bandgap at 300 K, Eg 1.12 eV

Specific heat capacity, Cp 712 J/Kkg

Latent heat of vaporization, Lv 1926 kJ/kg

Latent heat of melting, Lm 1.42 × 106 J/kg

Melting point, Tm 1410°C

Density, r 2330 kg/m3

Energy requirement, E (J) (estimated from Equation (1)) 249 mJ

Laser pulse energy at maximum power, P 2.0 J
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with increase in energy, decreasing from 400 to 120 mm as the energy changed 
from 1.0 to 3.0 J. The corresponding ratio of entrance to exit diameter was 
lower in this energy range, reaching less than one and corresponding to an 
enhanced exit diameter with respect to the entrance diameter. The cross-sec-
tional taper of the hole changed from positive, to cylindrical, to a negative 
taper. It may be seen from Figure 1 that a wide range of hole dimensions and 
cross-sections was achieved.

The entrance hole dimensions are shown in Figure 2 as a function of laser 
power for a single 1 ms pulse when using the full 2 kW output of the IPG fiber 
laser. At the threshold for surface melting the hole was circular and then 
became elliptical until it was circular again when a thru hole was made.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show plan-view images of holes of approximately 
300 mm in diameter fibre laser drilled in Si (100). The morphology of the hole 
evolved as a function of power showing the effects of melting, vaporization 
and resolidification.

Investigations were also made to achieve increased hole diameter includ-
ing the use of closely spaced holes to achieve a larger orifice. Such an orifice 
is shown in Figure 5 and was laser drilled using 1 ms pulses at 700 W with a 
hole spacing of 0.2 mm, resulting in a hole of approximately 600 mm diam-
eter. Short (<100 mm) lengths of cracks were observed which were approxi-
mately parallel to the circumference of the overall hole.

In order to demonstrate the compatibility of the fibre laser microdrilling 
technique with semiconductor wafer nanofabrication techniques used for the 
components of a cold atom quantum sensor, the laser drilling technique was 
applied to a Si wafer which had already been patterned and dry-etched with a 
diffraction grating designed for 780 nm laser light [8]. Figure 6 shows optical 
microscopy of the hole which was located in the centre of the pattern using a 
precision translation stage below the laser-drilling beam. The hole diameter 
was 550 mm and the exit diameter was 450 mm. The subsequent successful 
achievement, under vacuum conditions, of a cloud of magneto-optically 
trapped Rb cold atoms a few millimetres above the hole demonstrated that the 
presence of the hole did not adversely affect the optical trapping. This also 
confirmed that the spattered material was successfully removed from the pat-
terned surface by standard solvent cleaning techniques.

Two different and technologically important wafer orientations of Si, 
(100) and (111), were compared in terms of the total crack length as a func-
tion of power and the hole dimensions achieved. The entrance and exit hole 
diameters were plotted at three irradiances: 400 W or 1.4 × 107 J/m2; 700 W 
or 2.4 × 107 J/m2; and 1000 W or 3.5 × 107 J/m2), as were the total crack 
lengths (see Figure 7 and Figure 8). The drilling threshold corresponded to 
0.4 J of energy for both wafer orientations. There was an intermediate irradi-
ance, between the onset of drilling and the achievement of a thru hole, which 
exhibited cracks around the hole. In this intermediate region the dimension of 
the hole increased as a function of power and then the dimension tended to 
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reach a plateau. Above the threshold for drilling through the wafer, few cracks 
resulted. The focus of the fibre laser beam was changed from the wafer sur-
face to 0.5 mm (see Figure 7(b) and Figure 8(b)) and 1.0 mm below it (see 
Figure 7(c) and Figure 8(c)) and the same parameters were measured. The 
intermediate region was present at all three focal lengths and the crack length 
and hole dimensions were similar.

The dimensional and microcrack length data in Figure 7 and Figure 8 for 
the (100) and (111) orientations of Si were similar. There was no significant 
change in crack length for the three focal distances and the cracks were neg-
ligible in total length at the irradiance for which the thru hole was more 
cylindrical. The hole dimensions of (100) and (111) orientations were simi-
lar and appeared to tend to a plateau at high power suggesting that the lead-
ing edge of the pulse determined the melt ejected volume and that the 
diameter did not evolve during the duration of 1 ms, or indeed with the 
number of pulses, as previously mentioned for Figure 1. The intermediate 
region in which many cracks were generated may correspond to a regime in 
which the temperature gradient causes the tensile strength to be exceeded 
and fracture occurs.

The results generally demonstrate the similar behaviour of the melt thresh-
old and thru hole thresholds for the different wafer orientations of Si. Further 
examination of the morphology of the drilled holes in the two wafer orienta-
tions shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 will be made in future work.

5 DISCUSSION

The melt ejection mechanism expels material by the pressure of a vaporized 
gaseous plasma exiting the hole and this mechanism was observed for all 
laser drilling parameters used in this study. The computational modelling of 
these physical processes was carried out by Verhoeven et al. [9]. This con-
trasts with the work of Yu et al. [4], in which a similar wavelength of light 
was used to remove Si using femtosecond pulses in an ablation process which 
relied on maintaining a thermal equilibrium between thermal diffusion and 
incident optical energy, to provide a high temperature gradient at the melted 
surface.

In our study of single crystal Si, the laser drilling exhibited a threshold for 
absorption of the NIR radiation and melting the Si surface. On increasing the 
laser power, the hole showed some ellipticity (see Figure 2) and the hole 
cross-section evolved from a positive taper, until at a high power threshold, a 
cylindrical and circular thru hole was obtained (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). 
Further increase of the power resulted in little further increase in dimension 
for a single pulse. In this study the threshold for absorption was 0.4 to 0.5 J 
and the high power threshold was 1.0 to 1.1 J for a 280 to 340 mm diameter 
hole when the beam waist was 192 mm, for both (100) and (111) substrates.
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When more material was melted than was ejected forward through the 
hole, a plume of melted and solidified Si was present on the surface, directed 
away from the hole (see Figure 3(c) and Figures 4(a) to (c)). The removal of 
this solid with subsequent solvent cleaning revealed a symmetrical HAZ 
around the entrance to the hole. 

Optical microscopy of the less heated region surrounding the melted, 
ejected material revealed changes on increasing the laser power. At the 
threshold for surface melting, there was some re-solidification of melted Si 
around the circumference of the entrance hole, similar to the kerf resulting 
from laser welding. At higher powers, as the hole deepened, the re-cast mate-
rial was located on the hole sidewalls. Following cleavage and mounting in a 
thermosetting resin, this material survived the polishing process to reveal the 
interior sidewalls of the hole indicating that the recast grain boundaries were 
not significantly weakened.

Above the threshold for melting, the entrance holes showed microcracks 
originating at the hole circumference, some of which bifurcated and counter-
propagated, being parallel to the hole circumference, or the major crystallo-
graphic directions, at a distance of tens of microns typically. This distance 
increased at very high energies (exceeding 10.0 J). The total crack length also 
increased with the power initially and then decreased towards a high power 
threshold (as in Figure 7 and Figure 8). More recent studies suggested that the 
total crack length then increased monotonically beyond a high power thresh-
old. We observed that a high power threshold corresponded to a minimum in 
the micro cracking in the heat affected area and a fully melt ejected hole.

As a result of these observations and measurements, a simple conceptual 
model emerged, of a lower energy threshold for surface melting and a higher 
energy threshold, a high power threshold, for the fabrication of a thru hole, 
with an intervening morphology characterized by circumferential micro 
cracking in the HAZ, rising to a maximum and falling between these values. 
Measurements above a high power threshold showed a weak variation in hole 
dimension and indicated that micro cracking was a gradually increasing func-
tion of pulse energy, increasing at a rate of about 50 mm/J.

It was assumed that the wafers exhibited no intrinsic residual stress before 
laser-drilling but this has not yet been confirmed experimentally. Raman 
spectroscopy was applied to demonstrate changes in residual stress of Si after 
laser cutting of Si die [10].

The microcracking may be analogous to the fatigue failure seen in the 
welding of metals [11]. Cyclic loading of welds subjects the weld to an oscil-
lating stress over time, resulting in both tensile and compressive forces caus-
ing the metal surface to exhibit intrusions and extrusions along slip planes. 
The maximum Si crack width measured by optical microscopy was 1.3 mm 
for a hole diameter of 250 mm.

Our results, achieving a wide range of hole dimensions, demonstrate both 
the control of hole dimension and the minimization of associated microcrack-
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ing. We propose that an excess of energy beyond the threshold for achieving 
a thru hole causes a tensile stress which is sufficient to generate microcracks 
in the area around the entrance hole of the Si. Further investigations, such as 
high-speed imaging, may be necessary to determine the factors determining 
the initial crack locations. It is possible that melted material which remains at 
the hole entrance plays some role in reducing crack initiation.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The ability to rapidly drill through hundreds of microns of material and locate 
a hole of sub-mm dimensions precisely, in a brittle substrate such as a semi-
conductor wafer is a novel capability. Yb fiber lasers of wavelength 1070 nm 
were used with maximum power of 2 kW and beam diameter of 192 mm, or, 
alternatively, a 400 W Yb fiber laser of beam diameter 50 mm. Holes of diam-
eters between 70 and 600 mm were achieved in Si. Long (ms) pulses were 
shown to be effective for these brittle semiconductor materials in contrast to 
the necessity of ultra-short pulses in many reports.

When using the minimum pulse length of 1 ms, the pulse energy thresh-
olds were established for piercing a hole in both (100) oriented and (111) 
oriented Si. An investigation of the differences between the (100) and (111) 
orientations of Si were made. For both crystallographic orientations, observa-
tions and measurements were consistent with a simple conceptual model of 
the presence of microcracks around the holes in Si within a critical irradiance 
range between the energy threshold for surface melting and the energy thresh-
old for drilling of a thru hole. Beyond the energy necessary for fabricating a 
thru hole there was some evidence that at high pulse energies (>10.0 J) there 
was a further increase in total crack length. Both substrates showed a mini-
mum in total crack length near the upper threshold. The non-pierced holes 
exhibited surface ripples of solidified melted Si similar to the Marangoni 
effect and this is under further investigation. Similar trends were observed 
when the laser was defocused to ‑0.5 mm and ‑1.0 mm beneath the wafer 
surface. The hole dimensions and cross-sectional shape were relatively 
unchanged beyond the upper threshold, illustrating that the correct choice of 
parameters may access a tolerant region for a manufacturing process.

Future work will investigate whether there are any requirements for the 
epitaxial structure or surface passivation of the hole in order to incorporate 
this fabrication step into the process flow of a semiconductor device such as 
a photodetector or solar cell. This could be studied by making electrical mea-
surements of appropriately designed surface leakage and bulk leakage struc-
tures. 

Importantly, these results demonstrate that elaborate pulsing schemes at 
ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths for material ablation are not essential for the 
production of microholes in semiconductor substrates. The holes achieved so 
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far are of sufficient quality for a mechanical aperture (as a hole of specific 
vacuum conductance) or in order to provide optical access for optical tweez-
ing or trapping of ultracold atoms or ions, say. The 1070 nm wavelength is 
flexible for laser drilling in manufacturing processes for a range of materials.
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